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ABSTRACT  
   
 This six month IRB approved qualitative study was held at Arizona State 
University to see how a group of seven university dancers’ body appreciation and body 
perception would be affected by introduction and familiarized with Bartenieff 
Fundamentals and other somatic practices. During this process the individuals gained 
knowledge about their own bodies through somatic movement activities, journal writings, 
group discussions, and personal interviews. Movers then used this knowledge to create 
movement phrases that represented their own personal journeys with body image 
struggles, doubts, and insecurities. These movement phrases were then linked together in 
a 40-minute expressive movement piece that represented the journey the group of movers 
had made and was still making together.  
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND 
 I was raised in a family were movement was a core value. My father was captain 
of his high school football team while my mom was a dancer in high school and college. 
As kids were we always expected to balance our schoolwork with something movement 
based. Even though I enjoyed movement activities such as skiing, volleyball, and 
basketball, dance resonated with me like nothing else could. I began taking dance class at 
age five and have never stopped. 
 As I continued to progress in dance I became aware of my body at a very young 
age. As I advanced I began finding joy in not only how movement felt, but also how 
movement looked on my body. I remember always trying to physically mimic my 
teachers’ movement so that my body would look just like theirs. It was during this time 
that I began to notice how my body was different from the other girls in my class. I 
noticed how big my thighs looked in comparison to some of the other girls and 
automatically thought that they had more value as a person because they were thinner. 
 It was in middle school that I started really monitoring my eating to make my 
body look more like the professional dancers I saw in magazines. I started being very 
aware of what my body looked like in the mirror and became quite obsessed with it. 
Things changed drastically when I went to high school. The less amount of food I ate the 
more complements I got at school and at my dance studio. I began treating others 
differently if they looked out of shape or over weight. I began to associate my worth as a 
human being to how skinny I was.  
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 This sort of behavior continued until I was a freshman in college at Brigham 
Young University. I had just been accepted as a dance major and just started taking major 
courses, when I was introduced to Bartenieff Fundamentals. I still remember being upset 
with my professor during one of my first technique classes because she was talking so 
much, making sure we understood the fundamentals; while all I wanted to do was sweat 
and dance my heart out. It wasn’t until about a year later that I realized the gift that my 
professors had given me. After pairing Bartenieff Fundamentals with Anatomy and many 
Kinesiology classes I finally started to see and move my body differently. I started to 
appreciate my body and see it as MY body and not just an object that I moved around. I 
began to comprehend how my mind and body worked together and discovered how 
dancing is so much more than mimicking shapes and movements. It was also during this 
time that I developed a stronger testimony of the divinity of the human body. I have 
always been a spiritual person and believed that mankind was created in the same image 
as a loving Heavenly Father but because of the lack of appreciation for my own body and 
all the negative feeling that I had associated with my body it was difficult for me to 
recognize the human body as something divine. As these two realizations began to 
develop: my self-talk became more positive, I didn’t have to check to see if my tummy 
was flat every time I walked past a mirror, and my dancing was rooted in internal 
movement feelings and communication within my body. I finally began to grasp exactly 
how beautiful the human body is.  
 From this point on my movement and my choreography changed dramatically. 
For so long I let myself become creatively and emotionally blocked because I was so 
preoccupied with what others would think of my body and if the movement I 
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choreographed made my body look more appealing. With those thoughts dismissed, a 
rush of creativity started flowing through my veins. The next four years were full of 
discovery, movement experimentation and growth and even though I had and still have 
struggles with body appreciation, I have the knowledge that my body is unique and 
divine and holds so much more value than just what it looks like on the outside. It is 
because of that knowledge that I will never go back to where I was before. My view of 
the human body no longer holds me back but is the impetus for my creative work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RESEARCH 
 During my time here at Arizona State University I have had the privilege to work 
with many dancers and choreograph many pieces of work. With each work that I have 
developed I have noticed a barrier that continues to hold them back from improvement. I 
believe that body image distortion and lack of body appreciation is this barrier; it is what 
I experienced while growing up and is what many collegiate dancers are experiencing 
now. Dancers who lack body appreciation are very prominent in the dance world. 
However I am not sure many dance professionals are aware of what body image 
distortion and lack of body appreciation can lead to and how similar it is to harmful 
diseases such as anorexia and bulimia. In the Journal of Athletic Training, researchers 
studied body image and eating disorder frequency amongst collegiate athletes and dance 
athletes from three U.S. universities. They administered a personal information survey to 
evaluate eating disorder prevalence and body image satisfaction. They found that eating 
disorders most frequently occurred among gymnasts (50%), modern dancers (45%), and 
cross-country athletes (45%) (Torres-Mcgehee, 422). The results also showed those who 
could less accurately perceive their own body image were more likely to participate in 
dieting and other indicative eating disorder characteristics (Torres-McGehee, 418). 
 Therapist Sara Gilbert, in her book: Counseling for Eating Disorders discusses 
how eating disorders and body image distortion operate. Sufferers are typically 
preoccupied with weight, control, and shape. Their self-esteem appears to be based upon 
other’s acceptance of them; they use extreme behaviors in food control in the attempt to 
gain “a perfect ideal shape” (Gilbert, 43). This indicates that sufferers of eating disorders 
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think a “thin” body will bring happiness by gaining acceptance associated with pleasing 
others, and so they restrict food to an extreme degree to achieve thinness. This is identical 
to the reason why so many dance professionals get caught up in striving to have the ideal 
body type or thinness, it is to gain “acceptance” in the dance world (McConnell,18). Yet, 
because so many dance professionals do not meet this unrealistic goal, they fall into a pit 
of negative self-talk and depression, which holds them back further from their goals.  
 Another link that connects eating disorders with lack of body appreciation, that is 
prevalent among dancers, is “body checking.” As described by Mountford, Haase, and 
Waller in their article: Body Checking in the Eating Disorders: Associations Between 
Cognitions and Behaviors, body checking is the “practice of repeatedly checking aspects 
of one’s body in a variety of ways” (Mountford, Hasse, Waller). Some of these 
“checking” practices included: frequent weighing themselves multiple times per day, 
using fit types of clothing to evaluate weight, or studying certain body parts frequently in 
the mirror. During all these activities individuals “check” weight, fat distribution, 
proportion, shape, and size of the body in a destructive way that leads toward negative 
thought patterns and body image dissatisfaction. (Mountford, Haase, &Waller). This 
practice is a regular occurrence in a typical dance classroom setting where the mirror is in 
the front of the classroom. Instead of the instructor providing helpful feedback, the mirror 
acts as the ultimate judge in giving dancers feedback on their “success or failure.” The 
mirror also becomes a place to judge and compare one’s self to others in the class; 
creating the perfect environment for these dangerous body checking activities to occur 
(McConnell, 21). Body image distortion, lack of body appreciation, and eating disorders 
are diseases that are way to common in the dance world. For an art form that promotes 
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physical expression about the beauty of the human body, there are a lot of participants 
that have negative feelings towards their own body. 
 There has been significant research done in the dance field about how somatic 
work positively affects dance training and can help a mover become more aware of his or 
her self. The word somatics comes from a Greek word meaning “living body”. Thomas 
Hanna wrote that somatics is the "art and science of the inter-relational process between 
awareness, biological function and the environment, with all three factors understood as a 
synergistic whole” (Geber, 52). There are many somatic forms and techniques that are 
used to foster a new relationship to oneself and to others: sensing one’s actions, knowing 
one’s feelings, no longer considering oneself as an object, but as a creator of one’s own 
life (Fortin, 49). However most of the research I have found about somatics relates to 
using it as a pedagogical tool in technique movement classes to improve technical skills. 
In the article Teaching at the Interface of Dance Science and Somatics it states “focus of 
somatic practices was to allow the dancer to develop awareness of inefficient movement 
patterns and to explore ways of moving that were not inhibiting” (Geber, 50). I believe 
that these inefficient movement patterns are physical reflections of emotional and mental 
struggles that movers have with their body perception. I was first introduced to a somatic 
practice called Bartenieff Fundamentals in a technique class luckily the knowledge that I 
gained about my body through this somatic technique affected me in many more ways 
than just improving my movement technique. “Bartenieff Fundamentals is an approach to 
basic body training that deals with patterning connections in the body according to 
principles of efficient movement functioning within a context, which encourages personal 
expression and full psychophysical involvement” (Hackney, 31). Irmgard Bartenieff who 
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was applying Rudolf Laban’s movement theory to the physical/kinesiological functioning 
of the human body developed the Fundamental, principles and exercises. In Bartenieff 
Fundamentals here are six main body-patterning connections, which are called 
Fundamentals, these include: Breath, Core-Distal, Head-Tail, Upper-Lower, Body Half, 
and Cross Lateral (Hackney,42). There are many exercises in each of these Fundamentals 
that encourage patterning of inner connective pathways in the neuromuscular system 
(Hackney,31). In my own individual study I found that Bartenieff Fundamentals is a 
unique somatic practice that encourages individuals to learn about their natural body 
patterning, while allowing experiences for individuals to make realizations about why 
they developed their negative habitual move patterns. These realizations is what helps 
individuals make long lasting mental, emotion, and physical changes that promote 
positive body perception. It is through Bartenieff Fundamentals and anatomic education 
that I hope to help dancers gain a greater sense of body appreciation and positive body 
perception, which will then allow them to progress in their movement and creative 
practice. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PURPOSE OF INTENT 
 For my thesis I along with seven other movers (Amy Robbins, Allen Salas, Frank 
Kines, Kathryn Chills, Lupe Garza, Stephanie Johns, and Sam Reds) created a forty 
minute movement work made up of group movement works, solos, and duets that 
encouraged the movers to rediscover the uniqueness, beauty, and divinity of their bodies. 
For so long I have seen dancers struggle with the same negative body appreciation 
problems that I struggled with and felt helpless. Now I can help others rediscover and 
appreciate their bodies somatically as well as kinetically so that total body connectivity 
and body appreciation can increase. It is my belief that as dance professionals are 
provided with more somatic and kinesthetic knowledge about their own natural body 
patterning and functions their body appreciation will increase and their self value will no 
longer be based solely on their outside appearance. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PROCESS 
  The process I chose to use to create this piece was completely different from 
what I have previously done in any of my other pieces. Usually when choreographing a 
piece I generated movement with a certain idea or purpose in mind and then encouraged 
the movers in the piece to take the movement and make it their own, as well as try to get 
them to understand the connection between the movement and the idea. I still had a lot of 
control as the choreographer in this way of choreographing. I knew I had to do something 
different with this piece because how could I expect my movers to let go of so many 
personal deep insecurities and share them with the world while I was still holding on to 
my own insecurities as a creator. So, with this piece I decided to let go and let the work 
develop on its own. I will admit that I did have things planned out how I wanted to 
introduce the Bartenieff Fundamentals to the movers, but I purposely was vague when 
telling the movers what the piece was about because I wanted any sort of change that did 
occur with in the mover’s thinking or moving patterns about their bodies to be genuine 
and real; and not just because the movers wanted to please me.  
 To avoid any dishonest modifications from occurring I felt it was necessary to 
introduce the Six Bartenieff Fundamentals in a mental, physical and emotional way. I 
also knew I needed to build a safe comfortable community amongst the movers because a 
lot of them never had worked together before; and in order for all the movers to feel 
comfortable sharing very personal body information with each other the community had 
to be strong and safe. When introducing the Six Bartenieff Fundamentals I used Peggy 
Hackney’s book: Making Connections as my key source. When I was first familiarized 
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with Bartenieff Fundamentals I was introduced to this book and it dramatically changed 
how I thought and perceived my own body. The exercises and activities in it helped me 
relearn my own natural body patterning and begin to unlock harmful body habits that I 
had formed while providing me with more appreciation and confidence in my body. 
Since I did have such a positive experience with Hackney’s work I wanted to share it 
with the movers in my piece so that they could also experience the positive changes 
within themselves. When introducing the movers to this material I did acknowledge that 
most of the exercises in Hackney’s book encouraged a certain postmodern contemporary 
movement aesthetic. However, I hoped that since the exercises were very basic they 
would serve as a foundational tool that the movers could later build on and add their own 
personal movement aesthetic and style to the movement they created.  
 Beginning on May 9th seven movers and I embarked on a new movement journey 
and dove into the world of somatics and Bartenieff Fundamentals. Bartenieff 
Fundamentals are made up of six body-patterning connections, which are called 
Fundamentals, these include: Breath, Core-Distal, Head-Tail, Upper-Lower, Body Half, 
and Cross Lateral. For each Fundamental I planned to spend about two to three rehearsals 
to introduce and explore the concept through discussion, movement and writings. Each 
rehearsal was about two and a half to three hours long. I felt that this would give each 
mover the time they needed in order to gain a considerable understanding and familiarity 
with the respective concept. At the beginning of each of theses rehearsals, group 
discussions would occur and the movers and I discovered new information about our 
bodies through somatic work and kinesthetic activities. There were many times during 
rehearsals that the movers were encouraged to write down in their journals emotional, 
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mental, and physical reactions and observations they had experienced during the 
rehearsal that day. This helped inform me about how the movers were absorbing the 
material we were covering and make time modifications if needed. The mover’s journals 
also helped me learn as the facilitator what type of language, activities, and practices 
were helpful to the movers; as well as what was destructive to their learning and 
understanding. There was one rehearsal a couple weeks into the process that I asked the 
movers to write down physical observations about another mover in the piece, and then 
write the same observations about themselves. When I first asked the movers to do this 
activity my purpose was to gain knowledge about how the individuals felt about their 
own body as well as understand how their own body image distortion affected them in 
making observations about another mover. When reading and reviewing their journal 
entries about observing the other movers it was interesting to me that none of them said 
they were comfortable with observing each other. I was expecting differing opinions with 
each person because I knew that each one was at a different level as far as body 
awareness. However all of them talked about how they felt weird and uncomfortable, as 
if they were violating the other movers’ privacy.  
 Even though they said they felt uncomfortable writing about the other movers 
they wrote so many more observations about the other movers than they did about 
themselves. I found this really interesting because even when I brought it with the movers 
later they said that even though they felt really uncomfortable making physical 
observations about the other movers it was easier for them to make observations about 
others rather than about themselves. At first I found this really peculiar but then realized 
that I had experienced the same thing in my own journal keeping thus far. My journal 
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entries were usually focused on the work that was being done during the rehearsals and 
on observations that I had made about the movers and their internal interactions as well 
as interactions with the other movers during the rehearsals. Every now and then I would 
record how I was being impacted by the work that was being done but that was rare. I 
think this just showed me that I was at the same place as my movers and that I was more 
comfortable in observing others than observing myself. This was an important realization 
for me because it again reminded me to release the control of the position of being the 
choreographer and helped me see that I am going through this process of self-discovery 
just as the movers were. 
 As rehearsals continued and each Bartenieff Fundamental was explored the 
movers and I then started to create short movement phrases shaped by the respective 
Bartenieff Fundamental. The impetus for generating this movement came from the 
previous somatic work activities we had done in rehearsals as well as writings from our 
journals. During this generating of movement phrases for each Bartenieff Fundamental 
the movers were able to explore their own personal connection to the various concepts as 
well as add their own personal aesthetic movement expression. When these movement 
phrases were being generated I felt like there was still so much that the movers were 
holding back and I couldn’t figure out what was missing. I felt like the movers were 
embodying the Fundamental really well yet I did not feel like the movers had any 
personal connection to the movement. It was really confusing for me because, the movers 
seemed to be making a lot of new discoveries in the discussions and activities that we had 
explored, yet those new explorations were not coming through in their movement. I 
didn’t know what to do because I didn’t want to discourage their movement generation or 
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give it a label of bad or good movement so; I just continued to let the movement develop 
hoping that time would reveal what changes I needed to make.  Another contributing 
factor that is worth mentioning was that my first showing was coming up quickly and my 
old choreographing habits were coming back into play and I wanted to have a good 
amount of movement to show my committee so that they would approve of the work the 
movers and I had done so far. So the little voice in my head was telling me that any 
movement was good movement so I pressed forward.  
 Soon enough it was the night of my first showing and the movers showed the 
movement phrases we had generated for each Bartenieff Fundamental. After the movers 
executed their phrases I sat down with my committee and was ready to receive their 
critiques. Just as I had expected, my committee members expressed their concerned with 
not seeing any personal connection with the movers and with the Fundamentals. They 
mentioned that the movement was very beautiful but yet the emotion and rawness of the 
movement is missing. Melissa Britt, one of my members even expressed that all the 
movement looked like something she would see in a technique class, and she was right. I 
then explained to them what we had worked on previously and explained my reasoning of 
not giving the movers too much information about my intent for the piece to avoid 
dishonest changes within the movers. My committee then encouraged me that this lack of 
information could be what was blocking the movers from making deeper connections. 
They also mentioned that the movers could be retreating back to technical movement as a 
way to cope with all the new discoveries they were making. My committee members 
encouraged me to ask the movers to generate gestures phrases instead of movement 
phrases and encourage the movers not to worry about the gestures being “pretty” but 
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actually encourage them to be ugly. My committee also commented on how they felt the 
group had a connection while they were mingling before hand but yet when the 
movement started they saw a distinct disconnect. This was probably because I would 
have the movers work on certain phrases individually and then spliced the movement 
later with another mover’s movement. I didn’t really give the movers the opportunity to 
discuss amongst themselves why they made the movement choices they had made.  
 At this point of the piece I was really doubting myself as a choreographer and 
facilitator and wasn’t sure if this piece and process was going to be successful. When I 
had originally planned out the process I thought that things would come easily to the 
movers, but I forgot to take in account that every mover and human being is so different. 
I had expected one approach to work for all the movers when in reality I needed to be 
prepared many different approaches so that everyone could progress. The weekend after 
the first showing I really took all of my committee’s comments to heart and brainstormed 
some ideas that were different from what I originally had planned and decided to take a 
chance and see what came from it. I didn’t want to completely abandon the movement 
that had been generated already because it was still very valid in this project and really 
showed where the movers were at this point of the journey. So instead of throwing it out I 
decided to use the movement as a base and continue to build from there. I didn’t know 
how things were going to work out at the next rehearsal and I was afraid of failing and 
losing the mover’s trust. Yet, I knew that if I was asking the movers in this process to be 
vulnerable and take chances that I had to be vulnerable myself.  
The Shift 
 At the first rehearsal after my first showing the movers and I all sat together in a 
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circle and I read to them my purpose of intent from my thesis proposal, I abandoned the 
idea of withholding information from them because it was confining their creative 
processes instead of freeing them. As I shared my own personal struggle with body 
distortion and lack of body connectivity I began to see their eyes and minds open. I 
thanked them for all of their hard work that they had put in the process thus far and then 
pleaded with them to now take the next step in the process and dive deeper. As we started 
reworking the Breath section I paired every mover up with a partner and asked them to 
share with each other why they chose the movements they did and then insert a sequence 
of gestures that represented those reasons. I asked the movers to be really honest with 
their gesture sequences and not worry about if it was aesthetically pleasing to them or 
not.  
 About half way through rehearsal I asked if it would be ok if we started sharing 
the newly worked material; the movers agreed and one by one the movers began to 
completely unfold their emotional, physical, and mental insecurities, through movement. 
For me this was one of the most impactful rehearsals throughout the whole process. It 
was the first time that the movers tore down their walls of movement security and opened 
up themselves to a new ways of moving. After rehearsal that night as the movers and I 
were walking back to our cars, one of the movers said that she was finally beginning to 
“feel it” during this rehearsal. I asked her what she meant and she said that she had felt 
like she was always telling her body what to do when she danced and never really 
listened to what her body said back. She said,  
 “Tonight when I was focusing on where my breath was coming from within my 
 body I realized that I was never allowing my body to breathe to its fullest 
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 potential, I was always worried about my belly sticking out. During rehearsal 
 when I let go of the fear and embraced my full breath my whole body felt alive 
 and I was able to have a full conservation with my body” (Robbins, 2014).   
That conservation with Amy and that whole rehearsal reinstated my confidence and 
passion in this project. I knew that the movers were willing to go beyond their emotional 
and physical comfort zones because I was willing to go beyond my own with them. We 
each put our trust in each other and it created a beautiful safe environment that 
encouraged changes to occur. 
 As the movers and I continued reworking and molding the rest of the phrases, key 
principles began to stand out in the various phrases. These principles were insights that 
certain Bartenieff Fundamentals helped the movers discover about themselves. As the 
movers and I continued to progress, the phrases began to build upon each another and a 
visual representation of their emotional, mental, and physical journeys revealed 
themselves.  
Breath 
 During our work with Breath the movers began to realize how they were seeing 
their bodies and what labels they were unintentionally putting on themselves. This 
movement section was very individual for each dancer and was really a time of personal 
reflection and inquiry. At first I was a little worried about how internally focused the 
movers were because I didn’t want the feeling of community to dissipate. However as I 
continued to encourage the movers to share with a partner during every rehearsal I felt 
like the community connection was still there as the movers were really searching within 
themselves. 
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 As the Breath phrase continued to evolve and formulate a feeling of struggle and 
inner debate with in the movers was clearly evident. I asked the movers to write down 
their main feelings and intentions about this section and how they were connecting with 
it. I was expecting the entries to be centered on their internal struggle with letting go of 
their predetermined ideas of their bodies. One of the movers described how she now was 
feeling more connected to the meaning of the piece however, now she was feeling like 
her breath was not as directly connected to her new movement. She wrote that before 
when she created movement she tried to think of movements she was familiar with that 
had a strong connection with breath. While now her focus while creating was more 
oriented on how the use of her breath or lack of use was affecting her body perception 
and then manifesting that through movement. It was not clear to her at this time but the 
disconnect that she was feeling was not a lack of connectivity with breath but a 
disconnect with her old way of creating movement. She had been so accustomed to 
creating movement that she had seen before and then just splicing it in a new way. So 
when she created new raw movement, it was foreign to her and she automatically 
questioned its value and purpose. Yet I knew that new ways of thinking were being 
developed when in the same entry she mentioned that as she watched others move she 
could see and feel a continuous thread of breath within their movements. She stated, “The 
thread was so clear that when I moved with the other movers I feel a greater sense of 
connectivity to the whole group” (Johns, 23). Since the Breath Fundamental was the first 
one that we explored after we changed our way of working, it brought a lot of new ideas 
and questions to the movers about their relationship with themselves and how they 
related to others. It was a really good sign to me to hear that these inquiries were being 
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made and that the movers felt safe enough in the environment to share and make these 
discoveries.  
Core-Distal 
 During the development of Core-Distal the movers continued to break through 
personal barriers of what they thought Core-Distal movement was. When first going over 
the Core-Distal Fundamental some of the movers expressed a negative feeling with the 
movement because they felt it was limiting. Turns out that when some of the movers 
were previously introduced to Core-Distal movement they were taught they could only 
feel a Core-Distal connection when they did certain moves. To help dispel this notion I 
asked the movers if they thought it was possible to feel a Core-Distal connection within 
their bodies while standing still. Some of the movers looked a little confused so I 
encouraged them to try it on their own bodies and see what they thought. After 
experimenting the group decided as a whole that certain movements highlighted Core-
Distal connections more than other movements but that a Core-Distal connection can be 
present whether a body is in stillness or in any type of motion. This specific experience 
was very eye opening, personally as a facilitator because it made me realize the huge 
impact a facilitator can make on how information is received. One of the main purposes 
of this project was to use Bartenieff Fundamentals as a positive tool to encourage movers 
to let go of personal body image distortions that were negatively affecting their creative 
processes. However because of how some of the movers had been introduced to 
Bartenieff Fundamentals previously the concepts became a very negative tool that limited 
the movers creatively. This helped me see that no matter how positive a learning tool can 
be it can sometimes do more harm that good if it is not appropriately introduced by the 
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facilitator. 
 After the dancers had a deeper understanding of Core-Distal connections and 
movements I prompted them to think about something that is central in their life and 
ponder on how it is reflected in their everyday actions. Next I asked the movers if they 
felt there was any connection between how their everyday actions reflected their core 
beliefs and how their body’s distal ends reacted to their core. Sam described how this 
prompt helped him realize the importance of the Core-Distal connection within his body 
because he related it to how his family is a very central part of his life and when he is not 
in harmony with his family it ruins his entire day. He then explained when he feels like 
he is having and off day moving that it probably had to do with the lack of connection 
between his core and distal limbs. Sam said, “It is so easy for me to think about my arms 
as secondary but when I think about how they are connected through my back to my core 
it helps my movement feel more complete and full” (Reds, 12). I then requested the 
movers to draw an outline of their bodies and write on the drawing, several things that 
they hold most valuable in their lives. After they were finished I asked them to notice the 
placement of where they wrote the things of value and to ask themselves if there was any 
sort of relationship between the meaning of the word and the placement on the drawing 
of their body. I then encouraged them to create a movement/gestural phrase that 
represented their thoughts and reflections about the drawing of their bodies complete with 
their life values. At the end of rehearsal the movers shared their movement phrases and 
then they spoke about the process of creating and what sort of realizations they had made. 
Lupe shared that this activity really helped her understand where her core was. She said 
she had always thought of her core as the mid section of her body but because of the 
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previous discussions we had during rehearsal she realized that her core and psoas were 
much deeper. I asked her how she had discovered this and she said, “Since we talked 
about our core values in life and how they initiated our everyday activities I wanted my 
movement phrase to be similar so I tired to create movement that was initiated solely by 
my core and then extended to my distal limbs”(Garza, 10). Many of the other movers 
shared similar ideas but what I think this section of the piece really helped all the movers 
let go of was the previous Core-Distal movements they were most familiar with or 
accustomed to and create new movements that were personal to their life and body.  
Head-Tail 
 During the first rehearsals of rediscovering the Head-Tail Fundamental the 
movers split up into partners and explored initiating movement from either their head or 
tail. To do this one partner took on the role of the initiator and the other was the follower. 
The movers played with soft touch and hard touch as well as using different body parts to 
initiate movement. They also played with moving away and towards the touch and 
recorded what their body naturally wanted to do while being initiated. Then the partners 
switched roles and explored the opposite role that they had previously been playing. After 
both movers played both roles I encouraged the movers to write down in their journals 
what they learned from playing both the initiator and follower and what sort of 
realizations came up during the exploration.  
 While watching the movers play the different roles I began to see a common 
connection between all the partners. The more they were able to trust their own bodies 
the more they were able to trust their partners. During the Breath and Core-Distal 
sections the movers worked with partners to share their experiences but never really 
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connected with their partners through touch. As I stated before the movers needed time to 
rediscover their bodies emotionally, mentally and physically so the Breath and Core-
Distal sections were very internal for all the movers and the movement they produce was 
very internally focused. However as the movers continued to rediscover their Head-Tail 
connections the internal focus started to shift towards a more external focus. Stephanie 
stated in one of her journal writing that “While working with Sam I think my own 
understanding of Head-Tail improved because the more I understood my Head-Tail 
connection within my own body the more I could actually let Sam lead me and embrace 
the way his Head-Tail connection felt in my body. If I am unclear in myself then I can’t 
feel his initiation. In order to have an authentic follow through the movement I feel like 
the initiation has to continue from my partner” (Johns, 31).  
 I really felt like a big shift took place during this time in the process, even though 
these movers had been working together for about four months already and knew each 
other pretty well they were still learning new things about each other through movement. 
Frank wrote in his journal that this experience really helped him connect to Allen on a 
different level. Frank had previously spoken about feeling a little left out of the group 
because he had to miss so many rehearsals in the summer. However, in this experience he 
observed how Allen liked to move and was comfortable moving which helped him 
created a closer relationship with Allen. Frank also described how Allen often liked to 
stay in high or medium levels during his movement, and that Allen used his Head-Tail 
connection to have a strong sense of groundedness and stability with in his legs (Kines, 
13). Even though a lot of discoveries were being made in the group there were still a lot 
of walls that some of the movers had hard time breaking through. Lupe wrote in her 
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journal “In some ways Head-Tail makes my movement more fluid but sometimes it is 
hard for me to tap into it especially because it’s hard for me to let my head go” (Garza, 
12). However she also wrote that when working with Amy she noticed that it was a lot 
more beneficial for her to not explore or notice how Amy was moving but instead explore 
how they moved together as a pair and how their bodies interacted together and how that 
interaction created power moments of realization (Garza, 13). Even though not all the 
movers were able to identify what was going on during this section it was clear to me, 
being on the outside, that because the movers were more aware of themselves and their 
bodies they were able to make deep connections with the other movers; connections that 
could not have been made through words but only through movement. I know that the 
work that was previously done in the other sections directly helped the movers feel 
comfortable enough to open themselves up to someone else’s ways of thinking and 
moving. This vulnerability caused a shift to occur that took the movers from their internal 
focus to an external focus and created opportunities for the movers to learn even more 
about themselves as well as each other.  
 During the piece another major shift occurred in the group. Allen, one of the 
movers made the choice to no longer be apart of the piece. I had built trust with Allen; I 
had worked with him before and felt like we had a healthy friendship and working 
relationship. He was someone I felt close with and trusted with my inner feelings and 
thoughts. Especially during this piece as I opened myself up to the movers and made 
myself very vulnerable I thought he was doing the same and was being honest and open 
with me. However there were things that were going on in Allen’s mind that he was 
uncomfortable sharing with me until he wanted to leave. How he felt and his want to 
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leave the process in the middle of the work was very overwhelming and came as quite a 
shock to the whole group.  
 This shock brought about a lot of self-doubt about my process and if this work 
was helping or hindering the movers. I was embarrassed and felt betrayed. To add to the 
rush of emotions I had just previously found out that I was expecting a baby and so the 
fear of failure and not being prepared was insurmountable. After I got through the first 
initial shock of one of the movers not wanting to be in the piece anymore I went through 
a brief time of intense personal inquiry. I questioned the processes that I was using as a 
choreographer and facilitator and began to honestly look at my strengths and weaknesses. 
After realizing my own areas of strength and weakness I was able to clear the fog of fear 
out of my mind and really focus on why I was creating this work.  
 I knew from the beginning that the processes that I was using during this piece 
were new for me and I realized some mistakes that I was making and then came up with 
solutions for those mistakes. The whole point of this work was to positively change a 
person’s emotional, mental, and physical well being and in order for that change to 
happen for me I had to face some facts about myself, accept those facts and more 
forward. I think the biggest thing that was holding me back was my lack of confidence in 
the work. I knew that knowledge about Bartenieff Fundamentals had brought about a new 
sense of creativity and acceptance in my own body but I wasn’t sure it was going to do 
the same for the movers in the piece. This doubt in the work was being transferred over to 
the movers and I am sure that it was a contributing factor to why some of the movers 
including Allen did not feel as connected to the piece. So after being honest with myself I 
was able to accept my fears and insecurities about the process and move forward. The 
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self-doubt that brought about this new depth of inquiry helped me regain a strong sense 
of passion for the work I was doing and a new sense of confidence within my work and 
my body. 
Group Meeting 
 I knew that some of the other movers were probably having issues with certain 
things about the piece and for some reason were not voicing them during our discussions 
in rehearsals so I decided to have a group meeting with the rest of the movers and let 
them know that Allen was leaving the piece and also give them the space to voice their 
own personal concerns. As the group meeting began I voiced my own mistakes that I had 
made and apologized to the movers and told them my plan for overcoming my mistakes. I 
did this to dissolve any hierarchy that the movers might have felt with me being the 
choreographer/facilitator so that they could feel safe and comfortable with being 
completely honest with me about their feeling. We first went around in a circle and 
everyone had a chance to voice their personal opinions about the piece and what they 
thought about the loss of Allen. Initially there was some real hesitation because I think 
the movers didn’t know how the other movers were going to react to their opinions. 
However after a few minutes the movers began to really open up to each other. We also 
discussed the reasons Allen gave for leaving and opened it up to everyone to voice if they 
had similar feelings about the piece. It was reassuring to me that none of the other movers 
had any of the negative feelings about the processes that were being used to build the 
piece as Allen did; and it was also really nice to hear other concerns that the movers had. 
After everyone had voiced their concerns as a group we came up with compromises and 
solutions. It was a little difficult to reach compromises for some of the concerns that were 
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presented because some of the movers had opposing views on certain things. For 
instance, the first fifteen or twenty minutes of each rehearsal were given to movers to 
warm up and mentally prepare themselves for rehearsal. Some movers thought that was 
too much time and that we could be doing other more productive things during that time. 
While the other movers really appreciated the time and felt like it helped them to really 
focus in during rehearsals. As the movers voiced their opinions about the progress and 
intent of the piece it was really beautiful to see the movers listening and working with 
each other so that rehearsals could be productive for everyone. At the end of the group 
meeting the connection amongst the group was significantly stronger. There was a greater 
sense of all of us working together and relying on each other to get to a common goal. 
Even though the whole group was sad about Allen leaving, we were grateful because 
nothing else would of made the group grasp on to each other and let go of whatever was 
keeping them from progressing in the piece. 
 The first rehearsal after our group meeting we spent reworking the piece from the 
beginning without Allen in it. The Breath and Core-Distal sections were easy to modify, 
there were a few parts that seemed empty because of the missing body but movers that 
were not involved in certain parts stepped in and added their own movement and thoughts 
to the sections and really brought each of the sections to a new level. However in the 
head to tail section Allen and Frank had an improvisational duet that took up the main 
portion. Their duet was about each of them using the skills and knowledge they had 
learned in the previous sections and using them to relate to another human body. As 
mentioned before this was the part of the piece that really shifted the movers from having 
an internal focus to having an external focus and connecting with other human beings and 
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the world around them. It was a huge shifting point in the piece and a very important part. 
Originally I had ask Frank and Allen to do the duet because of the connection they shared 
while working with Head-Tail concept at the beginning of the process, but now that Alen 
was gone Sam had volunteered to replace him.  
 Sam was very brave to step in so quickly but I knew it was going to take some 
time and patience to bring the duet to the level it needed to be. The difficulty was that 
Sam was trying to recreate what he saw Frank and Allen doing before; and Frank was 
being a lot more hesitant because when working with Allen he felt like he threw himself 
at Allen too soon which made Allen uncomfortable which was one of the reasons why 
Allen said he left. So in order to try to rebuild the relationship between Frank and Sam 
that Frank and Allen had built together over three months in a couple of rehearsal was 
challenging. Sam had difficulty learning how to let go of his insecurities of working and 
touching another human without set choreography and without someone telling him what 
he should be feeling and thinking. While Frank was trying to let go of his fear that he was 
going to push Sam into an uncomfortable place, as well as trying to shift his focus from 
primarily thinking about how can he be better to thinking about how can he help Sam be 
better and feel more comfortable. Both Sam and Frank had to rely on their own body 
awareness as well as on each other’s. When they really started trusting themselves and 
each other progress was made and beautiful authentic movement was generated. Because 
the movement in the duet was improvisational it was easy to see the growth that Sam and 
Frank were making together. This duet was a huge changing factor for both Sam and 
Frank that brought each of them to another level within the piece.  
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Upper-Lower 
 The change that the Upper-Lower Fundamental brought was a great shift of 
energy and life in the piece. The dancers really connected with this concept really 
quickly. The movers felt their Upper-Lower connections were being highlighted when 
movement was intense and athletic and so the movement that was generated was very 
active and physically demanding. Lupe wrote in her journal that the Upper-Lower 
Fundamental really made her feel at home. She explained how her movement history had 
a lot to do with gymnastics and how Upper-Lower connections are very highlighted in 
gymnastic movement. So because she had a strong previous history with Upper-Lower 
movement it was easier for her to generate movement that represented her. A lot of the 
other movers said Upper-Lower connections really had a positive effect on their body 
awareness because it allowed them to enjoy the strength and connectivity of their body. 
For instance Kathryn wrote in her journal,  
 “Surprisingly I am really enjoying my body during this section. I relate jumping a 
 lot with Upper-Lower movement and even though the jump isn’t very high or 
 impressive it doesn’t matter, it makes me feels alive. I feel connected in my whole 
 body when Upper-Lower sequencing happens. If I want to jump I feel the energy 
 from my lower body fuel the movement and let it continue to my upper body” 
 (Chills, 18).  
Sam also had a similar experience to Kathryn he wrote in his journal,  
 “Doing Upper-Lower movement is probably the greatest feeling in the world, 
 something is just really enjoyable to me about feeling the transfer of energy from 
 upper to lower when being upside down. Good feelings are provoked because I 
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 feel a strong sense of connectivity and it makes me appreciate by body and its 
 connections” (Reds, 33).  
It was really nice to see the dancers make such a strong connection so quickly to Upper-
Lower movement but because they did feel so comfortable with this fundamental I 
wanted to challenge them. After movers had developed their own movement phrase for 
this section I encouraged him or her to work with a partner and explore how they could 
combine their movements to enhance each other’s Upper-Lower connections and 
awareness. It was interesting because right after I gave the movers this prompt many of 
them voiced how they had been yearning to make physical connections with each other 
during this movement section.  
 Two duets emerged from this prompt, one with Frank and Kathryn and the other 
with Sam and Stephanie. Frank and Kathryn are in the same year in school in the 
graduate dance program and so they are very comfortable with each other and are good 
friends. Therefore, I was exited to see how this duet would reflect their relationship with 
each other. Because Kathryn and Frank’s relationship was already built on trust when 
they combined their movements it encouraged Kathryn and Frank to go deeper 
emotionally and physically trusting their own bodies. Kathryn has always had trouble 
with giving her full body weight to another mover but during this section she trusted her 
own body and Frank enough to literally throw herself at him. Frank had a lot of 
interweaving movement in his own movement phrase and so when he combined his 
movement with Kathryn’s there were a lot of moments where Frank’s leg was inches 
away from Kathryn’s face. Both of these instances were possible because of the trust that 
Frank and Kathryn had within each other as well as the trust that they had to develop 
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within their own bodies.  
 Sam and Stephanie’s individual movement phrases had opposite qualities to them. 
Sam’s was coordinated with the assurance and control he felt within his body when doing 
Upper-Lower movement; while Stephanie’s was more related to the release she was able 
to feel within her Upper-Lower movement. I was really excited to see what Sam and 
Stephanie were able to create because of the two opposing qualities. When I first viewed 
the duet they created I was expecting Sam to have more strong controlled movement and 
Stephanie to have more released movement but they out did my expectations. Their duet 
was an equal movement conversation that explored the sweet relationship of release and 
control within both of their bodies. 
Body Half 
 During the reworking and shaping of this section the dancers had a difficult time. 
Many of the movers felt that the Body-Half Fundamental and its movements were 
limiting and constrictive. Body-Half movement has a reputation that it is sometimes hard 
for movers to connect with, but once they do it brings a lot of clarity and understanding to 
ones movement and body perception. When I first asked the movers why they felt so 
constrained, many of the answered that there were only certain amount of movements 
they could think of that were purely represented the Body-Half Fundamental. The 
original phrases that the movers created revealed this understanding, all of the 
movements were very robotic and repetitive. What was holding the movers back was that 
they were getting caught up in the big obvious Body-Half movements instead of focusing 
on the relationship of mobility verses stability on which Body-Half movement is built on. 
So I encouraged the movers to think about moments within everyday life that mobility 
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and stability occurred and create a small movement or gestural phrase focused purely on 
stability verses mobility. After giving the movers about forty-five minutes to work on 
their phrases the group came back together and we shared the movement they had created 
and what findings they had discovered. A lot of the movers voiced that it was 
significantly easier for them to focus on mobility verses stability while creating and that it 
helped them think of small changes using the Body-Half Fundamental that were going on 
in their bodies. Lupe wrote in her journal “It was really helpful for her to think about 
Body-Half as a relationship between mobility and stability because it helped her see 
Body-Half movement as something more familiar to her” (Garza, 17).  Sam still had 
trouble with creating a phrase that was focused on mobility and stability because he said 
whenever he would created movement that highlighted stability and mobility it did not fit 
into the standards of Body-Half movement, he wrote in his journal “ I don’t find it hard to 
embody Body-Half but I find it difficult to create something myself. I would prefer 
somebody else’s movement on my body than my own Body-Half movement on my 
body” (Reds, 38). This was very interesting to me because usually Sam is very proactive 
in created his own movement. 
 Since everyone was at very different comfort levels with this concept I asked all 
the movers to ask themselves why they did or did not feel comfortable exploring the 
Body-Half Fundamental. Again many expressed how they felt limited because it seemed 
to them that Body-Half movement was very black and white and that it did not allow for 
a lot of grey movement in between. While others expressed the clarity that it provided to 
them that then helped them progress to more integrated full body movement. I really 
think that Body-Half movement is very telling of a person’s personality and thinking 
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patterns; those who are naturally very organized and like right or wrong answers seemed 
to connect with Body-Half very quickly as oppose to those who are naturally more 
unorganized and laid back. Even though there were a good number of both types of 
people in this group I desired all the movers to at least acknowledge how Body-Half 
movement patterns can be beneficial and how it prepares a body for the complexities of 
Cross-Lateral movement. So in order to help all the movers let go of feeling 
uncomfortable I asked each of the movers to add aspects of movement that they did feel 
comfortable with into their Body-Half movement phrase. Frank connected with Body-
Half movement right away but still decided to use his Japanese movement history as 
something to pair up with his Body-Half movement. Kathryn and Lupe worked together 
and paired their Body-Half phrases with aspects of Upper-Lower movement. Sam and 
Stephanie decided to use improvisation to help free them from their own judgments of 
their movement; and Amy used aspects of her ballet training to help her feel more 
comfortable within her Body-Half movement. As the movers added in aspects of 
movement patterns they were more content with, the movers were able to let go of their 
discomfort with Body-Half movement and focus on the role that this concept plays as a 
building block to Cross-Lateral movement.  
 This section was really trying for both the movers and me; I do not know if I took 
all the right steps as the facilitator in this section but it really encouraged the whole group 
to find the good that being uncomfortable can bring. It also helped the whole group 
realize that full body integration and positive body perception is a lifelong journey that 
takes time and patience. Even though all the movers were at different levels exploring the 
Body-Half concept it was remarkable to see how they all relied deeply on each other for 
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support and ultimately each found that feeling of comfort within Body-Half movement 
because they all felt accepted by each other no matter how experienced they each were. 
Cross-Lateral/Full Integration 
 As we began to work with Cross-Lateral movement again all the movers 
expressed how it was difficult for them to focus on Cross-Lateral movement without 
feeling Total Body Integration. Amy described this feeling in her journal quite 
beautifully. She wrote,  
 “Cross-Lateral movement highlights every single one of the Fundamentals that we 
 have been rediscovering in our bodies. It brings attention to the parts as well as 
 the whole. It makes sense to me why this is the last Fundamental because you 
 have to embody all the other Fundamentals in order to embody the three 
 dimensional movement in Cross-Lateral” (Robbins, 4). 
 So as a group we decided to mesh Cross-Lateral and Full-Integration movements in to 
one final section. In this final section I encouraged the movers to create a 
movement/gestural phrases that represented how they were feeling physically, 
emotionally, and mentally about how they have become more whole in this processes. As 
the mover’s created their last short phrase I could not help but notice that the more each 
mover’s individual understanding of his or her body’s natural patterns and internal beauty 
increased the closer the group became. Just as all the fundamentals come together in 
Cross-Lateral and Full-Integration movement, there was a strong need to for each 
individual mover to come together physically as a whole in this section, even though all 
of the movers’ short movement/gestural phrases were beautiful small representations of 
the discoveries that each of them had made through this process. I decided as the 
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facilitator to try what it felt like to the movers to start out in their our movement phrases 
and then slowly one by one transition into a movement phrase that incorporated all the 
movers moving in unison. As the group tried this movement score out for the first time 
the energy that built through out the score was so powerful and very tangible and real. 
After the first trial I asked the movers how it felt to them and they all voiced their 
opinions to how connected they felt and how they loved the energy surge that dancing 
together brought. After this conversation I knew this was how the ending of the piece 
needed to culminate.  
Final Rehearsals 
 After working and reworking, the piece finally seemed to show an adequate 
physical movement representation of the journeys that the movers had been on through 
the past seven months. There were just a few snags that I was worried about as the 
facilitator. Even though the dancers were verbally expressing that they felt connected it 
was hard for them to show with their eyes and faces what they were feeling inside their 
bodies. Many of the movers expressed that they felt like they had come such a long ways 
that it was difficult for them to return to their old ways of thinking and body patterning. 
Amy wrote in her journal, “During the breath section I’m not in the best place 
emotionally and it’s hard for me to go back to that place every time we run the piece” 
(Robbins, 5).  It was hard for me because I did not want the movers to be dishonest with 
themselves but I also wanted the movers journey’s to come across to the audience as 
genuine, like the movers were making their realizations right then and there. As the 
movers continued to practice bringing their internal emotions and feelings to the physical 
surface, all I could do was encourage them and put my trust in them. This piece and 
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process was no longer in my hands but in the hands of the amazing individuals that 
sacrificed so much in order to go through this experience with me. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PERFORMANCE 
 During Tech week the movers continued to invest more and more of themselves 
into the piece and it really began to morph into this magical work. It was during this week 
that all production elements came together as well. Melissa Rex who graciously took 
ahold of the project and ran with it did the lighting design and Emily Alvarez created the 
musical accompaniment. Each of these artists attended many rehearsals previously and 
gained insight to what atmosphere needed to be created in order to support the movers 
through each moment of the pieces. When working with other artists previously it 
involved me expressing to them what I thought I needed and then the artist providing 
what I asked for. However because a big part of this piece was learning how to release 
control of each process of the piece I invited each of the artists to have their own personal 
journey with the works they were creating. I will admit there were times I was scared 
about how everything would come together. However because I allowed both artists to 
have the space they needed to work creatively, both the lighting design and musical 
accompaniment was more than I could of ever imagined and everything came together 
beautifully during Tech week.  
 At this time a major change was made to the performance schedule, no longer was 
my thesis work the only work to be shown as previously planned but other works were to 
be shown that were from previous performances. The sole reason for adding works to the 
performance schedule was to make the show longer which did not seem like an adequate 
reason but in order to make things go smoothly I said I was ok with it.  
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 Opening night was filled with excitement and nervousness as the movers and I 
prepared to show the physical representation of all the progress and hard work we had 
done the past seven months. As the performance began I had wished that I had not 
allowed any pieces to be added to the performance schedule because no longer was the 
audience viewing my thesis work with a blank slate but they were still digesting the other 
pieces when my piece started. However, my piece began and I was completely 
mesmerized by the movers and their commitment to the piece. The movers surrendered 
themselves completely to the audience and really portrayed the journeys through which 
they each had gone. As the piece ended I could not have been more proud and satisfied 
with the work that had been shown. 
 The second night of the performance had a completely different feel to it. The 
movers and I were still excited for the performance but it was kind of sad because we all 
knew this was the last time the piece would be performed. It was almost a surreal 
experience watching the movers perform the piece for the last time. I did not think the 
movers could have done a better job than they did the first night but they did. It seemed 
like their opening night jitters were gone and they were really able to connect with each 
other and the audience. Lupe mentioned, “During the second performance I wasn’t 
concerned about pleasing anyone I just wanted to perform for myself and the rest of the 
movers and enjoy the work” (Garza). It did seem like the audience during the second 
night was a lot more involved as well. Towards the end of the piece when the movers 
were all dancing in unison the audience began to clap their hands and interact with the 
movers. This was something that I was hoping for but did think it would happen. As the 
audience and movers were grooving together an overwhelming feeling of gratitude and 
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peace came over me. The project that I had envisioned over a year ago, that had pushed 
and challenged me in so many ways, had finally come to life and was complete. 
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CHAPTER 6 
OUTCOMES 
 After the performance weekend was over I let myself and my movers soak in 
everything that had happened. We all met together and had a big last get together where 
we celebrated our progress and hard work together. During this get together I couldn’t 
help but think that no other experience could of brought such a diverse group of movers 
and people together as closely as this work did. Each of the movers brought something 
different that contributed to the process; if one of them had been missing the work would 
not have been the same. After the last big get together I held individual interviews with 
each of the movers to recap what they had experienced in the process and talk about 
things that impacted their movement and thinking patterns the most. I prepared some 
simple questions to get each interview flowing and then let it go wherever it needed to, 
depending on what the mover needed to express. With each interview all the movers 
spoke about many things they had gained from the piece but there was always one 
particular area that they felt they had gained a significant amount of progress in that had 
then initiated change in other areas. It is these significant areas of change that I would 
like to highlight within each mover as well as share how each mover contributed to the 
work. 
Stephanie 
 Stephanie came into the process as a newcomer, I had never worked with 
Stephanie before and she did not really know anyone else in the group. I still remember 
the first rehearsal when we were all introducing each other how quite and enclosed she 
was. However it did not take long for the group to discover that Stephanie was not at all 
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quiet but just needed time to get comfortable around a new group of people before she 
opened up. Stephanie’s personality brought so many positive aspects to each rehearsal 
but her inner sense of peace and positive thinking was the most influential characteristics 
that impacted the group. Stephanie has a beautiful way of calming others that she is 
around and she always looks for the best in every situation. In some of the exercises that 
the group did when discovering the Fundamentals, Stephanie was always the first one to 
jump into the exercise and not think twice about if it was weird or uncomfortable. This 
positive thinking pattern spread to the others in the group and really helped others jump 
into the exercises and make new discoveries about themselves. When talking to 
Stephanie during our interview I asked her what were some things that she took away 
from the process. The first thing she spoke about was how critical the friendships she 
made during this process were to her body awareness progression. She talked about how 
discovering new body patterns and recognizing negative habitual movement patterns 
within her self on a personal level was influential yet, when she made these discoveries 
with another mover it was so more impactful for her. She also stated “With all the pieces 
she has ever been apart of, she never felt as close to every single one of the movers 
involved in a piece than she did in this work” (Johns,2014). She said, “The way that 
everyone surrendered themselves to each other emotionally and physically was 
something that she had never experienced before and something that she will never 
forget” (Johns, 2014). 
Sam 
 I have been able to have the pleasure of working with Sam since his freshman 
year. Sam has always had this incredible passion for movement and eagerness to learn. 
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He has made a lot of progression as a mover during the past couple of years however I 
knew that he had a lot of internal things going on inside that were holding him back 
physically and creativity and I hoped that this process would help him let go of whatever 
that was. During this time in Sam’s life he was going through a deep investigation of 
what kind of direction he wanted his life to take. He was not in school during this process 
and so he was even more eager than usual and excited to start this work. During Sam’s 
interview he spoke about how when he first heard about what the piece was about he was 
hesitant that the Bartenieff Fundamentals would actually influence his body awareness 
and body perception. He spoke about how he never hated his body but that he had real 
struggles with accepting his body. It was hard for him to swallow that something so 
simple as rediscovering body patterns and gaining more knowledge about his body could 
really change how he perceived his body. I then asked him when he felt like things did 
start changing for him, and he mentioned the rehearsal right after the first showing when I 
opened up to all the movers about my own personal struggles and how they were being 
healed through work with the Bartenieff Fundamentals. Sam said, “I didn’t suddenly 
make these huge realizations during that rehearsal but I did gain a lot more faith in the 
work that we were doing and I think just having more faith allowed for the changes with 
myself to occur”(Reds,2014). One of the biggest contributions that Sam made to this 
work was his ability to be so connected and aware to what was going on inside of him. 
Sam is very sensitive to changes that happen within his body; so when he shared in 
rehearsals what changes he felt occurring; it encouraged the other movers to dive deeper 
within themselves. When I asked Sam in the interview what were some things that he 
gained from the process the first things that he mention was acceptance. He said, “I 
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gained a greater acceptance not only for my own body but for other movers as well. The 
ideal dancer’s body is not one shape for me anymore more but is whatever shape a dancer 
feels most comfortable with”(Reds,2014). He also stated that this acceptance of his own 
body gave him a lot more confidence when it came to collaborating with others. He 
mentioned in his interview that when collaborating with others he would just go along 
with whatever the other person wanted to do. However, now that he has developed has 
more trust and confidence in his body he is not afraid to say something feels 
uncomfortable to him or to give other suggestions. He stated, “The deep connection I 
have made with Bartenieff Fundamentals has helped me catch on and understand 
movements in other people’s works. I feel so much more comfortable and connected with 
my body and I value my body and its movement more than I ever had” (Reds, 2014). 
This understanding of his body has only increased Sam’s passion for dancing and has 
helped motivate him to be bold in his decision to make dance his life and career. 
Frank 
 Frank brought such an important role to this piece that no one else could have 
brought. Since Frank grew up in Japan he was familiar with a lot of different customs and 
traditions than the rest of the movers who grew up in the United States. One of the main 
customs that is different here in the United States is importance of leisure time. Frank 
told me that he grew up in a very strict atmosphere and was always expected to be doing 
something productive, this need to constantly be productive fed over to Frank’s creative 
and movement practices. During rehearsals Frank’s commitment and hard work ethic was 
clearly seen by the rest of the movers and it was contagious. Even on days of rehearsal 
when I was not feeling the most motivated I went to rehearsal and be motivated by 
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Frank’s commitment to the piece. There were some times however that this need for 
constant productiveness became a hindrance for Frank. During the interview Frank told 
me that usually when he creates movement he is constantly talking to himself and 
thinking in his head but when he was encouraged to make movement about how each 
Bartenieff Fundamental connected with him personally he was able to quiet his mind and 
really enjoy the sensations within his body. He said, “The creation of movement in this 
process was very juicy and fulfilling for me and helped me discover a new way of 
creating movement”(Kines). Another part of the process that was hard for Frank to grasp 
was that at the beginning of rehearsals I encouraged the movers to take 15-20 minutes to 
warm up their bodies and get mentally prepared for rehearsal. Frank had a hard time with 
this because he was taught to be ready right when rehearsal started and thought of this 
time as wasted and unproductive. When Frank expressed these feelings during our group 
meeting after Allen left the group, a lot of the other movers were surprised because they 
felt the complete opposite about the time given. Many of the other movers felt that the 
time at the beginning of rehearsals helped brush off everything that had happened earlier 
that day and helped them be more productive during rehearsals. Others movers also 
voiced that the few minutes at the beginning of rehearsal helped them connect to the 
other group members as human beings and not just movers. Frank said, “After I heard 
how and why the other movers valued that time before rehearsals I understood why that 
time was needed and I didn’t mind the extra time before class because I now understood 
how the other movers significantly benefited from it”(Kines,2014). When I asked Frank 
what was something that he gained from the process of this work he immediately spoke 
about how much he enjoyed working with everyone in the group. He said, “I had only 
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worked with Kathryn before and it was exciting for me to work with new people because 
each person in the group had such different strengths, interests, curiosities, and opinions I 
learned so much from all of them”(Kines, 2014). Frank also mentioned that he never had 
been a part of a group of movers that had such different creative processes and at first he 
did not understand why some of the movers were uncomfortable to share movement at 
certain times or why they were having trouble. However once he saw the struggles that 
the movers were experiencing and went through those struggles with the movers he 
understood why that extra time was needed so that the movers could make deep 
connections within themselves. During the interview Frank spoke about a specific time 
when Lupe became emotional during one of the rehearsals because the topic we were 
covering brought up some really personal issues for her. He said, “That is when it really 
hit me how important the work we were doing was and how important my role as a 
helper and supporter for the other movers was” (Kines, 2014). He went on to say that he 
does not have a lot of confidence within himself and always feels like he needs to gain 
more skills and more knowledge and is never quite good enough. However when he 
noticed that he had a lot more experience and skills than a lot of the other movers in the 
group he realized that he needed to take on a leadership role in order to help the other 
movers gain more knowledge. He ended with saying, “I never really thought of myself as 
a leader before but I understood a lot of what the movers were going through and I knew 
they needed support and acceptance and I knew I could give them that, and I enjoyed 
being able to give them that”(Kines,2014). 
Amy 
 Amy and I came into the ASU dance program at the same time, she was coming 
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in as a freshman in the undergrad program and I was coming in as a first year graduate 
student. We instantly made a connection when she was in a piece that I choreographed 
my first year. After that initial experience of working together we became really close 
friends. It was around this time that Amy confided in me about how she struggled a lot 
with body distortion and negative body perception. She was actually one of the first 
inspirations I had for my thesis work, because she is such a talented mover and performer 
and has so much potential but her negative view of her body held her back from her true 
potential. When I asked her if she would be willing to be in my piece she was a little 
hesitant. She did not think that anything we did with Bartenieff Fundamentals would 
really change how she thought about herself because she had had such negative feelings 
about herself for such a long time. However, she agreed to be apart of the process and I 
am so grateful that she did because the piece would not have been the same without her. 
During Amy’ interview I asked her when she felt like the work we were doing started to 
impact her. She said, 
  “The first turning point for me was when we outlined our bodies and then filled 
 in the outline with things that mattered the most to us or with personality traits 
 that we had. When you called the outlines our self-portraits it helped me see that 
 my value as a human being was based more than my outside appearance. This is 
 when I started to think that this process might be able to help my thinking patterns 
 about my body become more positive” (Robbins, 2014).  
 One characteristic about Amy that really aided the rest of the movers in the group 
is that she is never afraid to be completely honest about her feelings and opinions. During 
the process if she did not understand why the group was doing a certain exercise or how a 
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certain Bartenieff Fundamental related to what we were covering she let us all know. 
This was helpful to me because sometimes I did not know if the movers understood the 
material we were covering. It was also beneficial to the other movers because I 
recognized that some of them were afraid to ask questions at times or to say that they did 
not understand what we were covering. By Amy being bold in her opinions she 
encouraged the other movers to do the same. When I asked Amy in her interview what 
was the biggest thing she took away from the piece she said self-love. She went on to say 
that it came differently than she expected. What really finally helped her to stop thinking 
so negatively about herself was focusing on other people and their personal progressions. 
She said,  
“It helped me think less of myself and not focus on negative things about my 
body. The first time I really experienced this was when Sam and I were improving 
together. Sam seemed so confident and that helped me feel more confident and 
my focus turned to him and I didn’t have the chance to focus on myself. All I 
could do was enjoy moving and interacting with Sam” (Robbins, 2014).  
Kathryn 
 Kathryn came into the piece a littler bit later on in the process because of conflicts 
she had in the summer but because we had been in a duet together the semester before 
that had similar concept to my thesis work I thought it would be easy for her to jump 
right into the process and in many ways it was. Kathryn explained to me in her interview 
that usually when she is in a work she had this need or desire to please the choreographer 
but because of the past work that we had done together before she didn’t have that need. 
She said that this really helped her see this piece as a time for her to have a personal 
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investigation and gave her a very positive starting place. 
 Yet even though Kathryn had this positive starting place she said that she felt 
disconnected from the group because she did not start this process with the rest of the 
group. She said that this led herself to think that she did not have an integral part in this 
process or right to voice her opinions about what was going on in the process because she 
had not put the time in that others had. I knew that things had changed for her during the 
process and so I asked her when that changed happened. Kathryn said  
“When Allen left the group and the rest of the group came together and had a 
group meeting was when I was able to left go of what was holding me back. Just 
by voicing how I was feeling allowed me to let go of the lie I was telling myself 
that I didn’t have anything to offer and that finally allowed me to open up. I also 
think that Allen was kind of a roadblock for me that kept me from connecting 
with the other movers. Once he left I was able to become more vulnerable which I 
think helped other movers become vulnerable as well”(Chills, 2014).  
When I asked Kathryn what was something that she gained from the process she spoke 
about how she was able to make personal connections with each of the Bartenieff 
Fundamentals. I thought this was strange because out of all the movers she was one of the 
two that had a lot of previous knowledge and experience with Bartenieff Fundamentals. 
When I asked her to explain more she said, “My previous experiences with Bartenieff 
Fundamentals taught me what the Fundamentals were but did not allow me to personally 
connect them. The exercises that we went through during this process permitted me to 
apply all the body connections to my own movement and help me understand why my 
body enjoyed moving in certain ways” (Chills, 2014).  
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Lupe 
 Lupe came into this process as a freshman dance major. She did not know anyone 
else in the group and had no experience with any type of somatic work. I met Lupe in a 
class that I was apprenticing and was immediately impressed by her natural ease with 
movement. What stood out even more to me though was how uncomfortable she looked 
while moving even though she looked liked she was picking up the movement really 
well. When I asked Lupe if she would be willing to be in my thesis, she asked me if I was 
sure I wanted her, this was the best answer I could hear because I hoped that she would 
be able to make a lot of personal discoveries about herself during the process. When 
rehearsals started I could tell that Lupe was really nervous and during my interview with 
Lupe I asked her what made her so nervous about being apart of the work she said,  
 “I didn’t know anyone else involved in the piece and everyone seemed to be a lot 
 more qualified to be in the piece than I was, and to add on to the pressure I new 
 that this piece was going to require a lot of internal searching and finding and I 
 wasn’t sure if I was ready to discover certain things about myself let alone share t
 hem with other people” (Garza, 2014).  
Even though Lupe was feeling insecure during the beginning of this process she helped a 
lot of the other movers find their own sense of security and safety in this process. When 
Lupe is feeling uncomfortable she uses humor as a cover to hide what she is really feeling 
but it was really interesting to see how this humor that stemmed from someone who was 
feeling so uncomfortable spread a feeling of calmness and acceptance to other movers. 
When I asked Lupe what helped her get past this wall of feeling insecure she said, 
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“Working with the Bartenieff Fundamentals for the first time helped me become more 
familiar with my body and helped me feel at home and more comfortable, which then 
helped me, open up and create friendships with others in the group”(Garza, 2014). Lupe 
went on to explain how the journals writings, discussions, and sharing that occurred 
during rehearsals really benefited her because it helped her realize that she wasn’t the 
only person who was struggling with internal feelings of doubt and acceptance. When I 
asked Lupe what was something she gained from the process she said, “During this 
process I learned how to trust myself and my body. I realized that how I move and how 
my body move is valid and valuable. I have so much more confidence in myself as a 
human being, mover and creator and I know that this process help me discover my true 
inner power”(Garza, 2014). 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
 I am so grateful that I had the opportunity to work with every single one of these 
movers I feel indebted to them for all the many lessons I learned through out this process 
and without them this work would not have been possible. The process that took place 
amongst the movers and I was something influential and powerful to me as: human 
being, creator, facilitator and mover. As I mentioned briefly previously I found out that I 
was expecting my first child at the beginning of this process. Even though I would love to 
say that I had no concerns about how my body was changing in order to be able to carry 
and have a baby I definitely did. As I began to see my body soften and inflate old habits 
of negative body perception started creeping into my mind. Even though I knew I was 
carrying a growing human being not being in control of my changing body was 
something with which I struggled. Thankfully as I saw the movers gain knowledge and 
confidence in their bodies I wanted to experience that same empowerment. So I decided 
to encourage myself to do research on how and why my body was changing as the baby 
grew and while I was doing this research I coupled that research with my continued 
discovery of the Bartenieff Fundamentals just as the movers were.  
  When I first was introduced to Bartenieff Fundamentals the whole process I went 
through was very individual and personal. Even though I made dramatic life altering 
transformations in how I felt and thought about my body I truly believe I could of made 
even more dramatic changes if I had been apart of a group that was making all of these 
discoveries together. At the beginning of this process I had faith that the movers would 
experience genuine changes of body awareness and body perception but I did not expect 
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for the exposure to Bartenieff Fundamentals to breed such a strong sense of community 
amongst the movers. Yes, the movers were positively impacted emotionally, mentally, 
and physically by rediscovering their bodies through Bartenieff Fundamentals and yes I 
observed the creative processes of the movers increase and changed. However what I 
really gained through this work is the realization of how effective the combination of 
knowledge of Bartenieff Fundamentals and sense of community support is, in order to 
encourage increased body awareness and positive body perception in a mover. Somatic 
practices and community engagement each on their own are strong tools to encourage 
empowerment and change amongst individuals. Yet something truly amazing happens 
when these two aspects are put together. In this work I witnessed movers making deep 
personal realizations because they were apart of a community working together instead of 
working as only individuals. 
  
As I continue my work as a dance artist the combination of these two practices is 
something that I want to dive into more. There is very little to no research in the dance 
world about the effects of using somatic practices and community engagement together 
as a way to promote personal growth and there definitely needs to be. By combining the 
use of somatic practices and community engagement as a tool for self and movement 
discovery I believe many enhancements and findings can be made by dance professionals 
within multiple dance fields. Being involved with work that explores human life and the 
struggles and victories that we as human beings experience is what drives and inspires me 
as a dance artist. This partnership between somatic practices and community engagement 
is something that is going to help me as a dance artist continue my work of human 
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investigation and push me myself into uncomfortable situations that encourage me to 
grow as a human, dancer, choreographer and facilitator.   
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APPENDIX A 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Was there anything you were unsure about when starting this process? 
What were some things you gained from being apart of this work? 
What were some hindrances you experienced during the progression of this work? 
What was your favorite part of the process? 
Were there any realizations that you made during this work that really impacted you? 
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APPENDIX B 
  
PERFORMANCE PROGRAM 
 
Tricia Rodgers is a third year graduate student at Arizona State University who is originally from Dallas 
Fort Worth Texas area. She graduated from Brigham Young University where she received her Bachelor's 
in Dance Performance. During her time at BYU she participated in the China Dance study abroad program; 
as well as performed and choreographed with dancEnsemble and Contemporary Dance Theatre. Besides 
moving and creating Tricia enjoys boating, cooking, and spending time with her family. She is excited to 
continue her exploration of movement, culture and relationships; and encourages everyone to get up and 
move your body.
 
 
 
Concert Production Staff 
 
School of Dance Production Staff 
Director    Jacob Pinholster 
Production Manager  Carolyn Koch 
Technical Director  Melissa S. Rex  
Costume Designers Jacqueline Benard  
Sound Engineer    William Swayze 
    
Emerging Artists II 
Artistic Director Naomi Jackson 
Production Stage Manager  Denise A. Stein  
Assistant Stage Managers David Olarte 
Light Board Operator  Gabriel Gastello, Jr. 
Sound Board Operator Kristopher K.Q. Pourzal 
Stage Crew  Members of DCE 260, THP 201 
 
Upcoming Events: 
 
Emerging Artists Lecture Demonstration 
Dance Lab, FAC 122  Dec. 7 
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School of Dance 
 
 
 
Emerging Artists II 
Friday, Nov. 22, at 6:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Nov. 23, at 7:30 p.m. 
Margaret Gisolo Dance Studio Theatre, PEBE 132 
 
Simplicity and Complexity, Part Two 
Choreographer: Fumihiro Kikuchi 
Music by: Alex Levy 
Lighting Designer: Juan Rodriguez with Carolyn Koch 
Costume Designer: Fumihiro Kikuchi 
Performers:  Fumihiro Kikuchi, Alex Levy 
 
Monkey&Gorilla & Frosty Rhymes & Easter Memories 
Choreographer:   Denise A. Stein and dancers 
Music:    Garrett L. Johnson 
Lighting Designer:  Denise A. Stein 
Costume Designer:  Denise A. Stein and dancers 
Performers:  Jasmine Benton, Eleanor Hanafin, Sydney Jackson, Emily May, Ana Poto, 
Steven Redondo 
 
The Complications of Being a Human 
Video by:   In Kyung Lee 
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This video studies the ways of human beings, and how they are "difficult, ridiculous, and beautiful."  
 
Only You 
Choreographer:  Ricardo Alvarez   
Music by: I Only Have Eyes for You  
by The Flamingos 
Lighting Designer: Denise A. Stein 
Costume Designer:  Jacqueline Benard 
Performer:  Eleanor Hanafin 
 
 
Divine Complexities 
Choreographer:  Tricia Ragsdale 
Composer: Emily Alvarez 
Lighting Designer: Melissa S. Rex 
Costume Designer: Tricia Ragsdale 
Performers: Katie Chilton, Lacee Garcia, Sarah Johnson, Fumihiro Kikuchi, Steven Redondo, 
Alexis Stephens 
Divine Complexities was inspired by my personal struggle with body appreciation and body distortion. 
After seeing many other dancers struggle with the  same difficulties that I faced for so many years I began 
to research different somatic practices that encouraged positive feelings towards the human body and 
provided information on how complex and uniqie each human body is. 
For the past five months the movers in this piece have studied Laban Fundamentals and have rediscovered 
their bodies, this piece tells their story as they have progressed from constantly checking themselves in the 
mirror to give their bodies worth to being able to move freely with another human being without worrying 
about how acceptable their body looks on the outside. 
 
Emily Alvarez’s process for creating sound scores for dance is greatly influenced by the creative process of 
the choreographer. When Tricia first explained "Divine Complexities," Emily knew instantly that their 
collaboration would be fulfilling. The basis of Tricia's work explores a variety of body connections. As a 
dancer herself, Emily was excited to create sound for Tricia’s work by experiencing and observing the 
sensations of embodiment. Watching video was great, but in order to make the sound more authentic to the 
piece, Emily visited a few rehearsals to observe Tricia's choreography and the unique individual movement 
of the dancers. Emily gained the most in being a part of their community. Feeling the movement of the 
dancers in the space propelled her inspiration. I especially enjoyed watching the dancers interact between 
each other, and so Emily applied that feeling of connection and community to the progression of the sound. 
Emily said, “It’s been a blessing being a part of this amazing work, congratulations Tricia!”  
 
  
 
